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In Memory of Ralph Patrick

AGI Celebrates 20 Years
In 1989, AGI was formed in founder and CEO
Paul Graziani’s King of Prussia, PA, living
room on the premise that commercially
available software can meet or exceed space
and defense program needs out of the box.
20 years later, AGI’s business model has
been widely accepted and our offerings
have significantly expanded, too. We
continue to enhance our traditional desktop
applications, and have pulled out the core
functionalities so that you can now integrate
them into mission-specific applications via
an application engine, or build your own
application from scratch using our new AGI
Components. We sincerely thank you for the
continued support and feedback that have
enabled our success over the past 20 years.

Dr. Ralph Patrick, who spearheaded AGI
product documentation improvement
efforts, directed patent activities, and
supported global sales initiatives, passed
away in December from cancer.
Ralph has been a member of the AGI
family since March 1997, serving as the
Documentation and Intellectual Properties
Manager. Before joining AGI, he was an
international copyright trial lawyer, a linguist,
a college professor, and a veteran of the US
Air Force. He traveled extensively and was
fluent in several languages. His background,
education, and strong work ethic enabled
him to excel at AGI on many fronts. “Ralph
always showed remarkable dedication and
responsibility toward AGI,” says AGI Chief
Operating Officer Frank Linsalata. “This is
a very sad loss for us.”

>> We sincerely thank you for

the continued support and
feedback …<<

Space Capsules
•

AGI was featured in the Aviation Week & Space Technology article “Attract and Retain:
Employees value companies that offer technological challenges and advanced education
opportunities” based on a survey of industry companies. AGI ranked highest in the “Valuing
the Individual” category. All of AGI’s accolades can be found at www.agi.com/awards.  

•

Deep Damle was recently promoted to AGI’s vice president of International Sales. In this
role, Deep is responsible for expanding AGI’s software business outside of North America;
managing the AGI team responsible for international product sales; finding and training
new international business partners; and overseeing existing partner companies. Prior
to this role, Deep was the director of the European region and an AGI product manager.

•

In addition to being a valued employee,
Ralph’s intellect, compassion, generosity,
sense of humor, and Southern charm also
made him a great friend to many at AGI.
He will be deeply missed.   

T.S. Kelso, senior research astrodynamicist for AGI’s research branch Center for Space
Standards & Innovation (CSSI), was introduced as a Fellow at the American Astronautical
Society’s National Conference in California in November. Kelso joins other members of
the society who have made significant contributions to astronautics including the 2008
AGI Users’ Conference keynote, NASA astronaut Capt. Alan Bean.

•

He is survived by his wife, Denise DiPersio;
sons Randy and Rodney; daughters Natalie
and Jessica; four grandchildren; his father
R.C. Patrick; and brothers Raymond and Rick.

Dr. David Finkleman, senior scientist at CSSI, was recognized by The American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) for 50 years of sustained contributions to the arts,
sciences, and technology of aeronautics and astronautics. He was elected a Fellow of the
AIAA in 1989 for his work in aerodynamics, reentry gas dynamics, and radiative transfers,
and has organized and chaired many AIAA committees and conferences in these areas.

•

AGI was granted a patent entitled “Method for Refining State Estimates of a Global
Positioning System (GPS) Receiver Based Upon Sequential GPS Carrier Phase
Measurements” last September, based on the work of astrodynamicists Jim Wright, William
Chuba, and Dick Hujsak. Find out more at www.agi.com/patents.

•

Former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani visited AGI in October. Mayor Giuliani received
a demonstration of AGI technology, and then addressed employees and answered
questions on such topics as defense, homeland security, and the economy.
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Applied Defense Solutions Keeps NASA’s IBEX on Track
A small NASA spacecraft is on a two-year mission to give scientists their first map of the edge
of our solar system, and an AGI business partner is designing this satellite’s unique trajectory.
Applied Defense Solutions (ADS) of Fulton, MD, is responsible for flight dynamics for the Interstellar
Boundary Explorer (IBEX) satellite. ADS is working with Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) to
design and model the sometimes “chaotic” trajectory associated with this critical mission. ADS
performed the pre-launch orbit analysis using AGI technology. Following the Oct. 19 launch,
the flight dynamics team positioned IBEX into its planned orbit, after which orbit flight dynamics
operations moved from Orbital Sciences Corporation in Dulles, Virginia, to ADS headquarters.
IBEX was launched from Kwajalein Island, Marshall Islands, on an L-1011 that took a Pegasus
rocket to 40,000 ft. The Pegasus rocket then fired its own rockets to propel it and the IBEX
spacecraft into space. New and innovative technologies such as AGI’s have dramatically
reduced the manpower, hardware, and cost required to fly the satellite. With NASA’s tight
budgets, these decreased flight operations costs allow ADS customers to invest more heavily
in the mission’s science, where it matters most. “If we had to, we could fly this bird with a
laptop and an aircard from a coffee shop on the corner,” said ADS president Ryan Frederic.

ADS is using AGI’s Orbit Determination Tool Kit and
STK/Astrogator software to determine orbit error analysis
for the NASA IBEX mission.

IBEX will climb into an orbit that goes more than 80% of the way to the Moon. This orbit apogee is very high, which allows the satellite to spend
much of the time out of the Earth’s magnetosphere, reducing interference with its mission and observations. “This trajectory is very unique
and exhibits some of the phenomena associated with the mathematical definition of ’chaos;’ this will really test the limits of currently available
technologies,” says John Carrico, ADS’ principal astrodynamics specialist.
The team has also come up with some innovative uses of AGI technology, especially Orbit Determination Tool Kit (ODTK) and STK/Astrogator.
Using ODTK’s ability to calculate a physically realistic uncertainty, the team used the output covariance from ODTK as the input to Monte Carlo
algorithms that call STK/Astrogator. Combined with maneuver performance estimates, this orbit error analysis was able to reduce mission risk
and operational impact on the science team by demonstrating that mission requirements would be met over the life of the mission.  
Learn more about IBEX at www.ibex.swri.edu/. Additional information about ADS and the solutions and services it provides using AGI and other commercial off-the-shelf technologies can
be found at www.applieddefense.com.

Shooting for the Moon
AGI Software Enhances Mission Planning for
Google Lunar X PRIZE Teams
Think you have what it takes to land a robot on the Moon capable of traveling 500 meters
above the lunar surface and sending images and data back to Earth? More than a dozen
teams comprised of worldwide space professionals and enthusiasts are testing their
mettle via the Google Lunar X PRIZE, a $30 million competition announced Dec. 6, 2007.
On October 7, 2008, at the AGI Users’ Conference, Google Lunar X PRIZE Director William
Pomerantz announced AGI as a new “Preferred Software Partner.” Through this relationship,
all PRIZE teams have access to more than $150,000 worth of AGI software and services to
assist with complex mission planning, from launch to landing.
Global Google Lunar X PRIZE team members convened in Chicago in October 2008 for
AGI’s Users’ Conference, where offerings—including a Lunar Mission Design Workshop,
training with AGI’s trajectory and maneuver modeling STK/Astrogator software, and a user
presentation by Pomerantz—offered practical tips and hands-on experience on how to best
leverage AGI software as they “shoot for the Moon.” Also at AGI’s conference, two new teams
were announced—Independence-X Aerospace of Malaysia and Omega Envoy of Florida.  
Pictures, blogs, and videos from Google Lunar X PRIZE team members, AGI, and the X PRIZE
Foundation, which manages the competition, can be accessed at www.agi.com/GLXP.

At the 2008 AGI Users’ Conference in
October, AGI’s partnership with the Google Lunar X PRIZE
was announced, as were two new competing teams.
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MESSENGER MERCURY
FLYBY VISUALIZATION TOOL
GIVES GLIMPSES INTO
THIS MYSTERIOUS PLANET
Nearly 30 years after Mariner 10 first
visited Mercury, the second mission to this
mysterious terrestrial planet launched.
MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space
ENvironment, GEochemistry and Ranging),
part of NASA’s Discovery Program of lowercost, robotic planetary exploration missions,
has achieved flybys of Earth (1), Venus (2),
and Mercury (2) during its 4 ½ years in
space. Jim McAdams, MESSENGER Mission
Design lead engineer at Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/
APL), applied AGI software with NASA Space
Grant intern Kevin Webb to create a Webbased tool that provides simulated views
of Mercury from MESSENGER’s perspective
during close approaches.

>> STK’s user-friendly

GUI enabled my
summer intern to
easily understand the
software. <<

Users of this tool during Mercury flyby close
approach were able to access simulated
views of each planned image in real time
on the MESSENGER Web site. The simulated
images of Mercury, generated using STK’s 3D
visualization capabilities and corresponding

image resolution and spacecraft range
data, were loaded for Internet-based
viewing prior to, during, and after the flybys.
Trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs) were
implemented using AGI’s STK/Astrogator.
The award-winning Mercury Flyby
Visualization Tool has heritage that traces
to McAdams’ award-winning Web-based
timeline developed for the Near Earth
Asteroid Rendezvous spacecraft’s flyby
of asteroid 253 Mathilde in 1997. For
MESSENGER, McAdams and Webb made
the tool not only interactive, but able to
display simulated images much faster.
“The MESSENGER spacecraft’s scientific
observation sequence during its first Mercury
encounter [Jan. 14, 2008] left no time to
transmit Mercury images to Earth until many
hours after the flyby,” McAdams says. “This
would leave the worldwide Web audience
and on-site media with no new images to
display until more than a day after the flyby.”
Since engineers at APL were already using
STK software to define a detailed spacecraft
model and to illustrate instrument pointing,
McAdams decided to leverage the software
too—saving time and cost. “STK’s userfriendly graphical user interface enabled
my summer intern to easily understand the
software,” he says.
STK/Astrogator, combined with STK’s 3D
visualization capabilities, defines the locations
of the spacecraft and Mercury, spacecraft
attitude, sensor definition, sensor pointing,
and timing for each of the targeted science
observations. “One advantage of STK was
the ability of the camera path editor to keep
the apparent size of Mercury nearly constant
through large variations in range from the
spacecraft to Mercury,” McAdams says.

Jim McAdams (right), MESSENGER Mission
Design lead engineer at JHU/APL, designed the
MESSENGER Mercury Visualization Tool with
NASA Space Grant intern Kevin Webb. Image
courtesy JHU/APL.

The center image in the tool is a composite
overlay of as many as three images depicting
image footprints in space and on Mercury’s
surface. When the spacecraft is very close
to Mercury, a line marks the footprint for
the laser altimeter. The left and right frames
of the tool display the simulated view from
the spacecraft’s wide-angle and narrowangle cameras. The most recent version of
the tool depicts science observations for
MESSENGER’s second flyby of Mercury on
Oct. 6, 2008. McAdams shared details of
this second flyby via teleconference during
the 2008 AGI Users’ Conference.
“The application of AGI tools in innovative
ways was a contributing factor in my 2008
Engineer of the Year Award (Baltimore
section) from the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and
in the recent MarCom award for the Mercury
Flyby Visualization Tool,” McAdams says.
MESSENGER will fly by Mercury one more
time in September 2009 before becoming
the first spacecraft to orbit Mercury in
March 2011, the beginning of yearlong
comprehensive science observations that
will enable completion of science goals such
as compilation of a global color stereo image
map of Mercury’s surface.
For more on the mission and the Mercury Flyby
Visualization Tool, visit http://messenger.jhuapl.edu.

The Web-based MESSENGER Mercury
Visualization Tool provides simulated views of
Mercury from MESSENGER’s perspective during close
approaches using AGI software.
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ADDING AGI ANALYSIS TO
U.S. MARINE CORPS
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Tasked to determine the most cost-effective
mix of unmanned aircraft system (UAS)
capabilities to meet operational Marine
Air-Ground Task Force requirements in 2020,
the U.S. Marine Corps Combat Development
Command (MCCDC) conducted a Tier II
Analysis of Alternatives of Small Tactical
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (STUAS).
MCCDC employed STK, STK/Analyzer, STK/
Communications, and STK/Radar with Terrain
Integrated Rough Earth Model (TIREM) as the
qualitative tools to achieve its goals.
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Assuring UAS Effectiveness
Through this study, the team quantitatively:
• Assessed unmanned aircraft systems
(UAS) and candidate sensors.
• Determined the sensors’ ability to
communicate with ground control
stations and other ground-based assets
in realistic terrain.
• Performed detailed comparative analyses
on electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) sensors.
• Tested operational effectiveness
of intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) UASs.

AGI and NIIRS Integration
The team integrated the modeling and
analysis capabilities of AGI technology with
a National Image Interpretability Reading
Scale (NIIRS) plugin to determine aggregate
probabilities of detection and identification
for terrestrial ISR. MCCDC then presented
optimal systems recommendations to
acquisition leadership for the Tier II/STUAS
program. Tier II/STUAS was approved by
the Joint Staff in September 2008, with AGI
products serving as the primary software
used to develop this new UAS.
Using AGI technology to simulate realworld environments in which the U.S. Air
Force, Navy, and Marine Corps have a
vested interest, MCCDC tested what impact
environments such as mountainous terrain
have on situational awareness and lineof-sight communications. Multiple ISR

mission possibilities—for example scanning
a building or identifying a person or an
object—had to be considered, and the team
used a plugin that used the NIIRS rating
scale to chart the efficiency of UASs and
sensors. AGI technology provided detailed
sensor and platform analysis and modeling
capabilities for the trials including the
incorporation of high-fidelity terrain; sensor
footprints; high-level sensor modeling and
communications; and line-of-sight analysis.
Part of the probabilistic EO/IR detection
methodology was taking into account two
assumptions. The first being that a trained
operator’s standard response time is 2.5
seconds, and the second being that a UAS
operates at altitude sufficient to resolve
the projected “NIIRS X” target.

The Marine Corps Combat Development
Command is using AGI products for detailed
UAS sensor and platform analysis and modeling
incorporating terrain, sensor footprints,
communications, and line-of-sight.

Becoming a Qualitative Tool
Trials were performed on scenarios where
the two assumptions were retained, but a
factor in the operational context would affect
the UAS, the sensor, and the situational and
environmental situation. AGI technology’s
output of the coverage time for how long the
object of interest was in the sensor’s field of
view, combined with the NIIRS plugin output,
allowed MCCDC to recommend multiple
sensor systems and platforms based on
mission requirements.
For more, download the MCCDC presentation from the
2008 AGI Users’ Conference at www.uc.agi.com.

Lt Col Brian Zacherl, US Marine Corps, shared
highlights of how AGI software is employed for Tier II
Analysis of Alternatives of Small Tactical Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (STUAS) at the 2008 AGI Users’
Conference in October.
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Flying the Friendly Skies,
with AGI

STAR ONE & NOAA SATS
SHARE LONGITUDE

Over the past few decades, Inflight
Entertainment (IFE) has evolved from simple
projection screen movies to a multitude
of media to keep passengers entertained,
including fully interactive personal displays
with moving maps that show the position of
the aircraft. AGI is introducing a new level of
realism to moving map displays by bringing
its technology to IFE. From takeoff to landing,
passengers could leverage our interactive
3D environment to view real-time flight
information, explore places of interest around
the globe, and even zoom out to space.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) has been
broadcasting meteorological data from 75˚
W longitude since 1975 thanks to its GOES
(Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite) program. For the past five years,
GOES 12 has been transmitting imagery
from this location 22,300 miles above the
Earth. So when Star One, a subsidiary of
EMBRATEL that operates the major satellite
system in South America, approached
NOAA about sharing its location, measures
to assure satellite safety were critical. NOAA
and Star One engineers employed STK to
standardize orbit data and gravity models
between the organizations.

AGI’s interactive 3D environment can
be used to enhance the Inflight Entertainment
experience aboard aircraft.

AGI’s immersive 3D globe displays highresolution imagery and terrain, along with
detailed aircraft models. In addition, AGI
technology performs dynamic analysis of
the location of the aircraft to points on the
ground so passengers can see the distance,
directional pointers, and at what time they
will pass points of interest. Passengers will
be able to set reminders for these points of
interest along the planned routes and receive
an alert when that object is in view, along with
a pointer showing where to look. Aviation
enthusiasts can view the virtual highways
in the sky, airspace volumes, and approach
cones around the airports.
For videos demonstrating this technology, visit
www.agi.com/ife.
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“Geostationary satellites are all at about
the same spot,” says Eric Madsen, senior
international relations specialist at NOAA.
“The real estate isn’t regulated, but the
radio frequencies are. They really have
to be controlled to eliminate interference.”
The major concern for both parties was
minimizing interference to ensure data
continuity. “We have an unbroken flow of
data at this longitude dating back to 1960
when NASA’s TERRA satellites were there,
and we have plans into the next generation
of GOES through 2030,” Madsen says.

>> STK sets up a common
basis for Star One
and NOAA’s orbital
operations …<<

The “gentlemen’s agreement” between
Star One and NOAA was formed in March
2007, with engineers at both organizations
using STK to assure efficiency. “Our orbital
operations need to speak the same ‘language’
in terms of gravity models, coordinate
systems, references, and orbital elements,”
says Evandro Paiva de Andrade, orbit
operations team leader, engineering division,
Star One. “STK sets up a common basis for
the agreements. Star One and NOAA use

NOAA and Star One are using AGI software to
assure efficiency as their GOES 12 and Brasilsat B1
satellites, respectively, share 75˚ W longitude.

orbital software from our respective satellite
manufacturers, but STK enables appropriate
translations between them.”
Star One leverages STK/Professional Edition,
STK/Integration, STK/Astrogator, STK/
Conjunction Analysis Tools, STK/Analyzer,
and the Optimizer Extension for its analysis.
The company also found the software’s
3D capabilities especially helpful for easily
demonstrating the technical aspects of
the shared orbit slot with managers.
The organizations agree that being able
to work together without third parties
as a result of common software has
increased confidence in their decision,
and eliminated the energy and resources
that would have been invested to develop
a solution themselves. “Using STK reduces
coordination needs to a minimum, and
allows us to focus our development efforts
on the applications of our interest,” Paiva
de Andrade concludes.
For more on Star One, visit www.starone.com.br. Details on
the GOES program can be found at www.goes.noaa.gov.
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Italy’s SimLabs foster DIS
& HLA data integration
Finmeccanica is the main Italian industrial
group operating in the aerospace, defense,
and security sectors, and the leading
satellite and space service provider in
Europe through the joint venture with Thales
named “Space Alliance.” Finmeccanica’s
MindSh@re Initiative, begun in 2003, aims
to increase the level of knowledge-sharing
among its subsidiaries, including Telespazio,
a chief global operator in the management
of satellites and services related to Earth
observation, satellite navigation, integrated
networks for multimedia communications,
integrated connectivity, and added value.
Telespazio Simulation Lab is using STK
Professional Edition, STK/Integration, STK
Engine, Real-Time Tracking Technology (RT3),
Distributed Simulation (DSim) Extension,
and STK/Coverage to pull together the
space, ground, and airborne segments in
an intuitive 3D graphical user interface (GUI).
GMSPAZIO, AGI’s business partner in Italy,
is supporting the effort.   
SimLabs are configurable and scalable
environments in which it is possible to:
• Design and test equipment, systems
behaviors, rules, doctrines, strategies,
and tactics.

Giuseppe Corrao, head of Telespazio’s
Simulation Labs, shared his organization’s work at
the 2008 AGI Users’ Conference in Chicago.

Telespazio in Italy is using AGI’s products to foster an integrated simulation environment that pulls in real-time
analysis and human-in-the-loop through a configurable GUI.

• Create a synthetic environment
where scenarios, objects, and related
relationships can be defined.
• Train people on any object, object’s action,
or rule in the defined scenario.
• Integrate and validate systems.
• Test real and simulated parts of systems.
Giuseppe Corrao, head of Telespazio’s
SimLab focused on the space segment of
distributed scenarios, says his team needed
an integrated synthetic environment that
joined multiple segments together while
providing real-time analysis, human-in-theloop, a high-level 3D synthetic environment,
and a configurable GUI.  Since Telespazio
was already using AGI software for internal
objectives, they looked to the technology
for the MindSh@re Initiative. “The de-facto
standards of SimLabs are DIS and HLA. The
integration capability of the STK software
suite was a real enabler for our distributed
simulation environment,” Corrao says. “For
example, it implements precise propagators
that predict satellite coverage.” Telespazio
and GMSPAZIO also created a customized
STK GUI to complement the analysis. Corrao
says, “We are able to show all Finmeccanica
assets in all segments working together at a
glance. This is a real added value for us.”

STK’s real-time simulation capabilities
were showcased in February 2008 at the
MindSh@are Event in Rome, in May 2008 at
the Italian Army 147th Birthday celebration,
and in July 2008 at the Farnborough
International Airshow. “STK is a very flexible
tool, capable of hosting models, maps,
and terrain and connecting in a simple
manner with the external world. It is a
significant enhancement to our business in
the simulation field,” Corrao says. Through
the use of STK, Telespazio reduced the
time needed for mission development and
simulation. Corrao says training has been
significantly improved, with training time
reduced from five days to three.
For more on Finmeccanica, MindSh@re, and Telespazio,
visit www.finmeccanica.it or download Corrao’s
presentation from the 2008 AGI Users’ Conference at
www.uc.agi.com. Information on AGI’s reseller in Italy and
its other global business partnerships can be found at
www.agi.com/international.
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A key strategy in the development of STK 9, our most aggressive release since STK 5,
was to help users across entire business units or programs maximize productivity. We
redesigned interfaces to shrink the upfront STK learning curve and empower engineers
to solve complex spatial problems twice as rapidly as before. The enhancements to STK
fall into three categories; accessibility to data, usability enhancements, and functionality
improvements to specific modules.

Accessibility to Data
Users need input data before performing
any analysis. Ideally, engineers can take
advantage of readily available data in
standard formats, minimizing the need
to “fat-finger” inputs. STK 9 offers greater
accessibility to different standard data sets.

1. Satellite State Data
Synchronization
Leveraging standard satellite state data
has long been an STK benefit, but now
users have an interface to automatically
update satellites with state data based on
the time period of the analysis. This helps
ensure the most accurate results without
having to think about it.
STK 9 also natively supports GPS almanac
information as an input. Analysts can
take advantage of the richer information
in the dataset (e.g. health status) for
navigation assessments.
What about closed environments without
Internet access to take advantage of the
automatic synchronization of data or GPS
information? No problem. STK can also leverage
internal network locations or even local flat files
as the source for updated state data.

2. High-Resolution Terrain
and Imagery
For terrestrial scenarios, the need for data often
also includes accessing terrain and imagery
at sufficient resolution. STK/Terrain, Imagery,
& Maps now offers new higher-resolution
terrain than ever before (global terrain at 90
meter and USA terrain at 30 meter resolution).
In addition, AGI is offering more freely
distributable terrain and imagery to all users
via download and on a supplemental DVD
for consumption within STK. See the article
on page 11 for more detail.

3. Global Streaming Imagery
AGI is proud to announce that we now
offer Microsoft Virtual Earth® raster
imagery streaming onto STK’s 3D globe.
Users may never need to search for highresolution image tiles for STK, STK Engine,
and AGI Viewer ever again! See page 11
for additional information.

Usability Enhancements
We centralized many common workflows and
functions to minimize the need to search
within the GUI. In addition, longtime users
will notice that STK 9 leverages many types
of readily available data, thus requiring less
manual data creation from users. We plan to

continue this emphasis for future
releases as well as offloading more data
to centralized servers.

1. Workflow
Getting data into and out of a software
package is a key productivity enabler.
On the input side, STK 9 includes a new
interface to select and define objects. All
input options for each object are available
within that one interface, mitigating the need
to jump around the interface to find different
input interfaces. Want to populate your
scenario? The Insert STK Object tool is all you
need. We’ve also designed an interface to
help generate all relevant data outputs. Want
a strip chart? A report? For an aircraft?
For multiple satellites? Look no further
than the new Report and Graph Manager.
Similarly, to help analysts understand
data outputs more efficiently, STK 9 offers
interactive reports. Notice something peculiar
in the results? Quickly subsample the data or
jump the STK visualization to the appropriate
time to help understand the situation. After
all, the “graphics” are “analytical!”

2. User Interface Plugins
We recognize the need to solve complex
problems using STK in combination with
other tools while following one cohesive

Accessibility
With STK 9, users can show Microsoft Virtual Earth raster
imagery on STK’s 3D globe.

Usability
The Movie Timeline UI Plugin portrays time graphically
with a horizontal bar, fundamentally changing the way
STK users interact with time in their scenarios.

Functionality
STK’s Aircraft Mission Modeler can route aircraft relative to other vehicles.

agi Products
workflow. Our APIs have allowed users to
design external application interfaces or even
customized HTML pages embedded inside
the STK GUI. With STK 9’s modernized GUI
architecture, users can now leverage their
own software development environment to
design User Interface Plugins (e.g. toolbars,
panels, context menus) that run as part of
STK. Organizations can now leverage their
own user-defined workflows that combine
STK and other in-house functionality all
within our desktop environment.

3. Integrated Development
Capabilities
With STK 9, the STK Engine is fully integrated
into every STK edition, including the free
STK Basic Edition. This means that users
can build custom applications without
having to purchase any additional developer
products. To make life even easier, the STK
Engine Software Development Kit, which
contains application packaging tools and
code examples, is freely downloadable from
the AGI Developer Network. Finally, STK 9
facilitates more rapid development through
the use of new coarse-grained “shortcut”
functions in the STK Object Model API. Single
function calls can now replace multiple
lines of code for many common tasks, like
targeting a sensor.

added a Scripting Tool directly inside the
user interface for users to conveniently
add functions and logical operations to STK/
Astrogator segments. To learn more, see
the article on page 14.

2. Aircraft Mission Modeling
To support aircraft mission planners and
analysts, we have enhanced STK/Aircraft
Mission Modeler’s (STK/AMM) capability
and elevated the product to be its own
STK module. Planners can route aircraft
relative to other vehicles (e.g. takeoff
and land from a carrier).  AMM also now
includes more advanced aerodynamic and
propulsion characteristics in defining and
evaluating different airframes. Users can
also manipulate aircraft procedures though
AMM’s new automation interface.

3. Communications
With enhancements to STK/Communications,
users performing link budget analysis
will now have access to a new “antenna”
object and customizable databases
of communications payloads and
environmental models that can be shared
across scenarios. Also, the properties panels
have been streamlined; options that were
once four-layers deep are now available
and organized within the main interface.

4. RT3 and DSim Extension

Functionality
Improvements
Aside from making general productivity
enhancements across STK, AGI is committed
to growing the functionality in our domains
of expertise to meet the demands of our
dynamic and exciting industry. We’ve made
notable enhancements with respect to many
domains, including satellite mission design
and aircraft mission modeling.

1. Satellite Mission Design
To support space mission design and
operations, STK/Astrogator has several
key improvements. First, we’ve embedded
an optimization algorithm directly into
the solver. As a result, users can optimize
segments and maneuvers of the mission
in-process (e.g. before continuing with the
rest of the mission profile), assisting in
minimizing fuel consumption or maximizing
satellite life in many scenarios. Also, we’ve
10  INVIEW March 2009

STK 9 marks drastic improvements in the
ability of our Real-Time Tracking Technology
(RT3) to manage and visualize tens of
thousands of tracks while sustaining
effective analysis and visualization
performance. Similarly, the Distributed
Simulation (DSIM) Extension adds the ability
to support any HLA Federate Object Model
(FOM), including RPR, MATREX, and other
custom FOMs.
With such a wide array of accessibility, usability, and
functionality enhancements, we’ve only scratched the
surface here on all the new, exciting functionality in STK
9. Check out www.agi.com/stk to learn more.  And, as
always, we count on your input for the continued success
of our software. Please share feedback by writing to
stkfeedback@agi.com.  

AGI’s Favorite STK 9 Features
Launching Aircraft Mission
Modeler vehicles off of other
STK objects.
- Tom Neely  
Right click on an object to
zoom to it.
- Christi Wichner

Adding algorithms and
interfaces into STK with the UI
plugin feature.
- Peter Nalyvayko
Building  your entire scenario
using the Insert Object panel.
- Jeff Gassert

Windows Vista support.
- Kevin Murray

Orbit wizard.
- Tom Urie

Loading the current GPS
constellation with one click.
- Ted Driver

Save quick reports to easily
store information and share it
using AGI Viewer.
- Marc Hoffman
Tear-away toolbars.
- Deb Sauerwald  

agi Products
<<<<
Drop-down menus in the 3D
toolbar.
- Jimmy Tucholski

Customizing my report start
and stop times and units with
a right click.
- Dave Holland
Using Microsoft Virtual Earth
to display high-resolution
streaming imagery.
- Josh Poley
Synchronization of time and
animation period.
- Arianne Liepa

Clicking on an access report
and automatically jumping my
scenario to that time.
- Jeff Baxter
Auto-hiding the Message Viewer,
Object Browser, and other
docked windows.
- Amanda Brewer aka “Rocket Girl”
Movie timeline plugin.
- Ed Mackey   

Optimizer and Scripting Tool in
STK/Astrogator.
- Ronnie Allan

STK 9 ENABLES
UNPRECEDENTED ACCESS TO
IMAGERY AND TERRAIN
Often, engineers and analysts find
themselves searching for appropriate
geospatial data for their mission analysis.
We’ve overhauled our STK/Terrain, Imagery,
& Maps (STK/TIM) product to make
geospatial data more accessible than ever.  
In version 9, STK/TIM introduces a brand
new subscription to Microsoft Virtual Earth
imagery streaming directly into STK.  STK/TIM
now also includes global terrain at 90 meter
and USA terrain at 30 meter resolution.

Microsoft Virtual Earth Imagery
Service Subscription
AGI is proud to announce a new service
from Microsoft. Through this service, AGI
products can access the Microsoft Virtual
Earth platform’s high-resolution (up to submeter resolution) raster imagery draped
onto AGI’s globes. The raster imagery
includes Microsoft’s global aerial imagery;
roads and map imagery; and hybrid
imagery. These imagery layers drape over
terrain. So, for any area of interest, users
can benefit from a significant improvement
in situational awareness.
STK, AGI Viewer, and STK Engine applications
all have ready access to high-resolution
Virtual Earth imagery in support of users’
real-time, pre-mission, and post-mission
analysis and visualization. So, not only can
you leverage this imagery within our desktop
applications but also your deployed STK
Engine applications, too.  
Access to the Virtual Earth data is enabled
via STK/TIM which includes an annual
subscription to Microsoft Virtual Earth and is
automatically renewed for users under active
maintenance for STK/TIM.

STK 9 users can now leverage Microsoft
Virtual Earth high-resolution imagery streaming
directly onto the 3D globe.

Previous STK/TIM Data Now Free
Datasets that were previously part of STK/
TIM, namely AGI World Terrain, AGI Earth
Imagery, and AGI High Resolution Maps,
are now available for free on a supplemental
data DVD shipped with STK.

Utility to Find and Download Data
For users’ convenience, the new STK/TIM
data will be available on a server for download
via a search utility.
With all of these enhancements, STK/TIM
takes a great step forward in giving users
ready access to the geospatial data they
need to support their analysis.

Global Terrain Data
Outlined 3D font.
- Kelly Amaroso

STK/TIM now includes global 90m Shuttle
Radar Topography (SRTM v4.1) data and
30m USGS National Elevation Dataset (NED)
data for the continental United States ready
for immediate use within STK.
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agi Products
Future of AGI Components

The State of
AGI Components
A year has elapsed since the release of AGI
Components, and so far, the industry has
been eager to utilize this new form of our
core technology. Developers are taking
advantage of the free Software Development
Kit (SDK) available on the AGI Developer
Network (ADN) and people are finding
interesting new ways to use these software
libraries. To date, we have had more than
500 downloads of our SDK. We now offer six
components—including a beta version of our
3D visualization component (see sidebar on
their individual capabilities)—with several
more on the way.

Customer Use Cases
AGI customers have always found
innovative ways to use our products, and
their uses of Components are no different.
Here are just a few ways our users are
employing the libraries:
• Replacing legacy in-house tools:
Several of our customers have chosen to
replace their unmaintained, unmanaged
(every user has their own version)
propagators with industry recognized
and commercially supported propagators
available with the Dynamic Geometry Library.
• Extending functionality of existing
applications: Simply adding Insight3D–
formerly known as “Point Break“—to an
existing application, customers instantly
gain a proven, industry recognized 3D
capability for their solution.
• Serving applications via Web:
As commercial and government users alike
push for SOA solutions, more and more
customers are coming to us to build serverbased applications ranging from simple
inter-visibility calculations to complex RF
signal analysis.
• Building new, lightweight applications:
Combining the capabilities of AGI’s analysis
components with Insight3D, integrators
are developing and deploying mission
applications more quickly. Built for
speed without sacrificing capability, AGI
Components can sit at the core of missionspecific, deployed solutions.
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So what’s next? To start … more components.
Some capabilities we are adding include
high-precision orbit propagation, maneuver
modeling, radar analysis, aircraft route
modeling, and scheduling.  

programmers as well as Java Archives (jar)
for the Java programmers. This will enable
the development and deployment of AGI
Components-based solutions on Windows
and other Java-enabled platforms.
If you haven’t already done so, go to adn.agi.com and
download the free SDK today to discover firsthand the
benefits of adding AGI software to your solution.

AGI Components are on a regular release
cycle, and based on the feedback and
success so far this schedule will continue.
What does this mean for
you? As new capability
64*/("(*¬4$0.10/&/55&$)/0-0(:
is developed and tested,
YOUR APPLICATION
Replace legacy
we can immediately
:063"11-*$"5*0/
capabilities with
push it out to our user
3FQMBDFMFHBDZ
AGI-maintained
DBQBCJMJUJFTXJUI
Add a "EEB%
3D capability
components
DBQBCJMJUZ
"(*NBJOUBJOFE
community. From brand
DPNQPOFOUT
new libraries to simple
bug fixes, users do
not need to wait for
major releases.

USING AGI’S COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

User Feedback
AGI product line
direction is driven
by user feedback.
In addition to future
capability in component
"EEDBQBCJMJUZ
form, we have also
WJBBTFSWFS
AddBQQMJDBUJPOUP
capability via a
received feedback
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server
application to fit
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intoBSDIJUFDUVSF
your service-oriented
regarding development
40"
architecture (SOA)
and deployment
on non-Windows
operating systems. AGI
Components are fully tested on mono,
an open-source implementation of the
Microsoft .NET framework which
is supported on systems running RedHat,
SUSE, Solaris, and Mac OS.  For more
information, visit www.mono-project.com.
In addition to the operating system
feedback, we have received comments
from the developer community regarding
the need to use AGI Components in Java.
Java developers can currently accomplish
this using jnbridge, which is a Java to .NET
bridge. We have documented examples
and reference applications available that
demonstrate this, but we do realize that the
Java community would prefer a more native
solution, one that can take advantage of
the rich Java development environment.
Which is why we plan to offer a Java
version of AGI Components, as well. AGI
Components will be available as both
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) for the Windows
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AGI Component

AGI Components
Dynamic Geometry Library – Incorporate
time-dependent, constrained, geometric
analysis into any desktop application, multiuser Web application, or as a piece of a
service-oriented architecture (SOA).
Navigation Accuracy Library – Propagate
the GPS constellation with configurable
receivers for computation of DOP, navigation
accuracy, and RAIM.
Terrain Analysis Library – Read and
interpolate terrain to create masks and apply
as a constraint.
Spatial Analysis Library – Compute figures
of merit from analysis over grids or
dynamic platforms.
Communications Library – Create and
analyze RF links between multiple assets.
Insight3D Visualization Library
(formerly “Point Break”) – Add a
high-performance, flexible, 3D visualization
component for accurate display of spatial data.

agi developers’ corner

Applying Constructive
Solid Geometry in AGI
Components
Developing the code base for AGI
Components has provided us with an
opportunity to improve the techniques we
use to solve certain problems by architectural
improvements to our core algorithms. The
way we evaluate the field of view volume
of a sensor in order to constrain access
is an example of such an improvement.
Computing access involves determining the
time interval(s) when a particular constraint
is satisfied. Mathematically, this translates
to finding the times when the value of
a metric crosses a specified threshold.
Robust root-finding and extremum-finding
algorithms are employed to find the times
which start and end each access interval
and ensure that no intervals are missed.
For simple constraints like elevation angle,
it’s quite easy to provide a metric. For complex
constraints such as being within the field of
view of a sensor, supplying a single metric to
indicate crossing the boundary of the sensor’s
field of view can be quite difficult.
Consider a complex conical sensor volume
defined by an outer conical region of inclusion
with a 45° half-angle, an inner conical region
of exclusion with a 15° half-angle, and a radial

range limit of 10 km. Providing a single metric
which can be used to determine crossings of
this sensor volume with its complex boundary
can be problematic. Indeed, in STK, the
range limit is treated as a separate constraint
with its own metric to track for determining
threshold crossings.
In designing the access system for
AGI Components, we decided to allow
constraints to be represented by a
set of metrics which must be mutually
satisfied in order to indicate satisfaction
of the overall constraint. We then use
this mechanism in conjunction with a
technique from solid modeling known
as Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)
to represent the sensor’s field of view.
CSG allows a complex shape to be defined
by combining much simpler geometric
shapes. The three Boolean operations of
union, intersection, and complement are
used to combine the simple geometric
shapes, often referred to as “primitives,”
to yield a complex shape.
So, as shown in the figure, our complex
conical sensor volume example can be
expressed using CSG primitives as the
intersection of a sphere of 10 km radius
with a cone having a 45° half-angle and
with the complement (exterior) of a cone
having a 15° half-angle. Instead of using
a single metric to track threshold crossings

Frank Stoner is a senior  
aerospace software engineer at
AGI. He is a lead designer and
developer of AGI Components.

for this complex volume, we use three
metrics and track threshold crossings
for each of the three primitives.
At any particular time, for a point to be
within the resulting sensor field of view
volume, it must be within the 10 km sphere
and within the 45° half-angle cone and not
within the 15° half-angle cone.
In order to determine the time intervals
when a point passes within the sensor’s field
of view, we can first determine the intervals
when the point is within the 10 km spherical
primitive. From those resulting intervals we
determine the intervals when the point is
within the 45° conical primitive. And from
those resulting intervals we determine the
intervals when the point is not within the 15°
conical primitive. These final intervals are
the intervals when the point passes within
this complex sensor field of view volume.
The rectangular pyramid, complex conic,
and synthetic aperture radar sensor field
of view volumes currently supplied with
AGI Components use this mechanism
when determining access. Additionally,
this approach of using CSG in determining
access to complex three-dimensional
geometric shapes is not limited in
application to sensor field of view volumes.
In future releases of AGI Components, we
plan to open up the architecture to allow
custom volumes to be defined using CSG
techniques. These volumes could be used
to determine access for sensors with
defective regions, controlled airspaces,
defended spaces, and other complex threedimensional regions of interest.
Learn more about AGI Components at www.agi.com/
AGIComponents-Documentation.

CSG primitives and operations

for
representing a conical sensor of finite content with
an inner conical region of exclusion.
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Paul Black is an aerospace
engineer in AGI’s Research
and Development department,
working specifically on the STK/
Astrogator product.

STK/Astrogator’s New Scripting Tool
STK/Astrogator, our interactive orbit maneuver and spacecraft trajectory design software,
incorporates a new “Scripting Tool” with the release of STK 9. The tool gives satellite mission
designers a convenient way to add logical functions and operations to STK/Astrogator segments.  
For example, you can use the Scripting Tool to implement the Lambert problem solution as an
initial guess tool for interplanetary trajectories. You can specify the time of flight desired, STK
will compute the planetary positions, and the Scripting Tool will calculate the required delta-V
to place the spacecraft on the transfer orbit.
From here, more detailed targeting using
subsequent search profiles is possible.

>> You can specify the

time of flight desired,
STK will compute the
planetary positions, and
the Scripting Tool will
calculate the required
delta-V to place the
spacecraft on the
transfer orbit. <<

STK/Astrogator’s new scripting tool allows
you to write a script inside the UI using JavaScript
or VBScript that executes any time the segment
or profile to which the script is attached is run.
For example, you can use the Scripting Tool to
implement the Lambert problem solution as an
initial guess tool for interplanetary trajectories.

Another use case (perhaps the most
commonly requested) has to do with two
maneuvers inside a Target Sequence that
are related somehow—either the user
needs to have the same value or there
is a ratio which describes the relationship.
The Scripting Tool allows this problem
to be solved easily. Create two segment
properties, link them to the maneuvers’
delta-Vs or other attributes, create a userdefined variable, and set the maneuvers’
attributes using this variable as the
common bond between the two. This
variable can then be targeted by search
profiles in the Target Sequence, so that if
you only know the ratio but need to solve
for the actual values, the variable is used
as the control and the values are applied
during the run.
The Scripting Tool allows you to use
JavaScript or VBScript to perform a number
of functions: augmented control over the
execution of the Mission Control Sequence
(MCS), combining controls with some
relationship, and propagating a value
through the settings of the MCS. The
Scripting Tool can be found on Sequences,
Backward Sequences, the Differential
Corrector search profile, the new Design
Explorer Optimizer profile, any plugin search
profile, and as a standalone targeter profile.

To use the Scripting Tool, you specify
segment properties, calculation objects,
and user-defined variables. With these terms set, you then write a script inside the STK/
Astrogator user interface using JavaScript or VBScript that executes any time the segment
or profile to which the script is attached is run.
Since the Scripting Tool uses the JavaScript and VBScript environments, you have access
to additional functionality such as the ability to send e-mail or create pop-up input boxes.
All of these exciting possibilities and more are provided via the new Scripting Tool,
available in STK/Astrogator version 9.
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Adding Real-Time Data
to your Picture
Using the Global COP in AGI’s RealTime Tracking Technology (RT3),
you can build a demonstration that
displays more than 25,000 realtime tracks, representing the actual
position of ships, planes, and satellites
with Microsoft Virtual Earth imagery
and analytical processing in real
time. RT3 enables STK 9 to receive
data from multiple real-time data
sources at different update rates.
Currently, Global COP receives data
from USSTRATCOM, the FAA, and
all maritime traffic monitors by the
MarineTraffic.com project.
AGI products used in the scenario
(shown below):
• STK 9
• RT3
• GIS Analyst
• Microsoft Virtual Earth
• AGI Components (for realtime satellite propagation)
For additional information about RT3
and how it can support your real-time
data needs, and to see the Global
COP demo, contact your AGI Account
Executive or visit www.agi.com/rt3.  

agi developers’ corner

Providing Visual Insight
with Overlays and Lines
on Terrain
Insight3D (formerly known by the codename
“Point Break”) is our high-performance,
flexible, 3D visualization component for
accurate display of spatial data. Insight3D
users can read imagery from WMS servers,
use primitives to form the building blocks
of the 3D scene, and base a model’s
position and orientation on a point and axis
created with the Dynamic Geometry Library
component. The latest incarnation includes
two exciting new features related to overlays
and lines on terrain.

Overlays
Overlays are graphical elements that are
always fixed to the screen. With overlays,
developers can embed interactive GUIs
within the 3D scene, create head-up displays,
add a compass or company logo, or show
contextual information about a primitive
or location as the viewer moves near it.
Overlays can also be created from KML
screen overlays. Using Insight3D’s framework
for streaming textures, you can even embed
interactive UI components from other
technologies like Microsoft’s .NET Windows
Forms and WPF directly within the 3D scene.
Of course, a developer can also place their
own images, video, and text on the screen,
render complex polygons with multiple holes

and custom texture coordinates, use picking
to create interactive interfaces, and update
overlays dynamically with time or based on
conditions in the 3D scene, such as viewer
altitude or distance to a primitive.
If an existing overlay does not meet a
developer’s requirements, they can use
the overlay plugin architecture for full
control over rendering, or use existing
overlay types to create aggregate overlays
that act as if they were a single overlay.
Like the rest of Insight3D, overlays have
been designed to be high performance,
and provide a robust set of features that
will allow any developer to create flexible
and attractive interfaces and displays in
their 3D scene. Fractional and absolute
positioning and sizing, aggregation,
efficient transformations, translucency/color
adjustments, and customizable borders
are just a few of the many features that
Insight3D overlays provide.

Lines on Terrain
Often, users want to visualize vector data,
such as roads and international borders,
as lines on terrain. STK has had such an
option for area targets, line targets, ground
vehicle tracks, etc. While our rendering
algorithm works, lines can confront
two visual issues: a broken or dashed
appearance and smearing down steep
terrain, like a mountainside.

Using Insight3D’s framework, you can
embed interactive GUIs within the 3D scene, including
components from other technologies like Microsoft’s
.NET Windows Forms and WPF.

For Insight3D, we have been working on
a unique new algorithm to address these
issues, as seen below.  
We hope to allow changes in line thickness
and are also researching ways to add line
patterns, such as dashes and dots. A levelof-detail algorithm will be applied to lines
drawn on terrain and to lines in general.
That algorithm adds and removes detail from
a line based on the viewer’s distance from
the line to improve rendering speed while
maintaining visual quality.
Learn more about Insight3D at http://blogs.agi.com/
Insight3D, and then download the software from the
AGI Developer Network: adn.agi.com.  

Michael Bartholomew
is a software engineer focused on the development of
the Insight 3D engine. Before
joining the 3D team, Michael
worked on a range of AGI
products, including
STK Engine and RT3.

Deron Ohlarik is a senior
software engineer, providing technical leadership
for the 3D team, including
development of STK’s terrain and imagery engine. He
develops the core geometric
and rendering algorithms
for Insight3D.  

Before & Typical

After

Lines on terrain formerly confronted visual issues such as a broken or dashed appearance and smearing down
steep terrain. A new algorithm will allow changes in line thickness and patterns.
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TME Systems Serves
Southeast Asia

KCEI Signs on as New AGI
Software Provider

Supporting the Singapore
Space Challenge

TME Systems, the premier distribution center
of new technologies in Southeast Asia and
a Singapore SME 500 company, has joined
AGI’s global business partner program. The
company will market, sell, and support AGI
products in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand, and Brunei.

AGI is pleased to announce a new
partnership with KCEI, the Republic of Korea’s
leading provider of virtual reality technology
solutions for technical modeling & simulation
(M&S). Through this strategic affiliation, KCEI
will market, sell, and support AGI products in
its region, further bolstering the longstanding
U.S.-South Korea alliance.

AGI, along with its Malaysian business partner
TME Systems, is sponsoring the second
Singapore Space Challenge (SSC). Organized
by the Singapore Space and Technology
Association, the SSC challenges tertiaryeducation students to launch a satellite or
system of satellites into low Earth orbit (LEO)
to observe seaways around Singapore and
neighboring countries for distress signals that
might aid search and rescue (SAR) and pirate
activity monitoring efforts.

“As Southeast Asian countries further invest
in technologies that serve these industries,
having our analysis software readily available
will reduce the time, cost, and risk of
important national efforts,” says Deep Damle,
AGI’s vice president of international sales.
“With the integration of AGI’s industrystandard software, TME Systems will
continue providing our customers cuttingedge defense and aerospace technology
in areas such as C4ISR, unmanned systems,
and homeland security,” says Ronald Soo,
TME Systems managing director.
Headquartered in Singapore with branch offices in
Kuala Lumpur and Penang and affiliates in Bangkok
and Indonesia, TME Systems caters to the needs of
various industries. For more information, e-mail tme@
tmesystems.com.sg or visit www.tme.com.sg.

AGI’S GLOBAL BUSINESS
PARTNER NETWORK

Italy

KCEI (Korea Cyber Engineering Innovation), headquartered
in Seoul, Korea, was founded in 1982 and leads the
“information science technology field” as a technical
modeling & simulation (M&S) company using virtual
reality technology. For more, visit www.kcei.com.

AGENIUM Groupe
GMSPAZIO s.r.l
Tukom
MEDICON Ltd.
Synergy Integration Ltd
infoTRON A.S.
ITGlobe India

Luxembourg
United Kingdom

“KCEI’s established M&S expertise is
a fantastic complement to our software’s
application areas, especially unmanned
aircraft systems, battlespace management,
and geospatial intelligence,” says Paul
Graziani, AGI president and CEO. “By
integrating AGI’s industry-standard software
into our M&S solutions, KCEI will continue
providing our customers leading technology
for a variety of important space and national
defense initiatives,” says Hyun Joon Ko, KCEI
president and CEO.

Turkey

United Arab Emirates

AGI is donating more than $100,000 worth
of its space mission design and planning
STK software to each competing team. TME
Systems will technically support the teams’
use of the software. Final entries are due by
30 April 2009, and results will be published
at www.space.org.sg on 30 June 2009.   
“We are proud to join with AGI in sponsoring
the SSC. We hope our experience with AGI’s
software and support for Asia’s aerospace
industry will be a benefit to the teams
competing in this inspirational challenge,” says
Ronald Soo, TME Systems managing director.

TME Systems
Hungchi Aerospace Service Company
KCEI Co., Ltd.
ImageONE Co., Ltd.
Auspace Pty Ltd.
AGI UK Ltd.
AGI

Thailand
Korea
Taiwan Japan

New Zealand
India
Malaysia
Israel
France
Greece
Spain Germany
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Singapore
Brunei

Australia
Indonesia

agi education

Masterflight Foundation Program for Teens Trains
Next-generation Rocket Scientists on AGI Software
The Masterflight Foundation’s Aerospace Education, STEM [Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math] Operations Program (AESOP) has instituted the use of AGI software to achieve its
ongoing goal to “make a difference in the aerospace industry, including the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics by increasing access to the field for young people,
especially women and people of color.”
The AESOP program follows the Masterflight Aerospace Career Exploration (ACE) Academy
initiative, in which high school students participated in an intensive weeklong, handson aerospace course. Through the AESOP program, students are involved in a year-long
aerospace education course that includes rocket design competition; physical fitness
training through the Presidential Champions program; community service such as educating
and acting as role models for math and science students ages kindergarten through eighth
grade; Private Pilot certification ground school completion; flight training; and, through AGI,
becoming STK-certified rocket scientists.
In support of one of Masterflight’s goals of training tomorrow’s space analysts and orbital
mechanics, AGI has granted AESOP participants software licenses through its Educational
Alliance Program. This program provides free software to global educational institutions.
Students are also creating an introduction to STK, or STK 101, in which fundamentals important
to beginning use of AGI software, including math and orbital mechanics primers, are covered.
Together with a team of national leaders in youth, STEM education, and community-based
social change, the Masterflight Foundation was launched in 2006 by Capt. Mordechai Levin,
winner of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics’ 2008 Barry M. Goldwater
Aerospace Educator Award—given to an individual of national stature who has supported
the advancement of science and technology in commerce and education at all levels.  

AGI CONGRATULATES AIAA EDUCATOR ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD RECIPIENTS
Two educators involved in AGI’s Educational Alliance Program were named recipients
of The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Foundation’s Educator
Achievement Award: Richard Crawford of Middleton High School, Tampa, FL, and Kenneth
Huff of Mill Middle School, Williamsville, NY. Both teachers use STK software in their
classrooms. The AIAA award is presented biannually to educators who demonstrate
exemplary efforts in exciting K-12 students about the study of math, science, and related
technical studies and preparing them to use and contribute to tomorrow’s technologies.
Crawford and Huff will be honored at a gala ceremony in Washington, D.C., on May 13.
Richard
Crawford
Middleton High
School,
Tampa, FL

Kenneth Huff
Mill Middle
School,
Williamsville, NY

The Masterflight Foundation Aerospace
Career Exploration Academy trains tomorrow’s space
analysts and orbital mechanics with STK.

Join the Educational
Alliance Program
Since 1996, more than 200 global
colleges, universities, military training
institutions, nonprofit educational
institutions, high schools, and even
elementary and middle schools, have
received more than $1 billion worth
of complimentary software through
AGI’s Educational Alliance Program.
The program offers participants free
access to AGI’s STK software suite,
Orbit Determination Tool Kit desktop
application, and STK Certification—a
commercial value in excess of $100,000.
Visit www.agi.com/edu to:
• Review a list of current partners and
learn how to join.
• Access AGI’s new Space Education
Curriculum.
• Watch video tutorials on getting
started with STK.
• Download interactive curriculum
tools; teacher resources; student
projects and presentations; and
much more.
We look forward to sharing our
innovative technologies with the rocket
scientists of tomorrow!
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Bolster your Software
Skills with Hands-on
Training
So you’ve purchased or downloaded AGI
software … now what? There is no better
way to learn our product line than by doing.
Here are our recommendations for hands-on
training by skill level:

New/Novice Users:
• STK Fundamentals: This one-day course
gives you a guided tour through our STK
Basic Edition software. You will learn how
to build a scenario; analyze results with
reporting and graphing tools; enhance
the scenario with real-world constraints;
and finally, view the scenario in 2D/3D.
• AGI Component Technology: Get an
introduction to AGI’s new component
libraries, learn how to incorporate them
into custom applications, and develop
your own Web service application during
this one-day training. Basic programming
experience and understanding of
Microsoft COM is recommended.

is THE course to take to develop a full
understanding of STK Expert Edition and
all of its associated modules.
• Programmers’ Workshop: Students will
explore basic STK concepts, the integration
of STK with other applications, and the
development of custom applications and
GUIs using the STK Engine and the AGI
Custom Application Framework. This fourday course can be taken on its own, or the
AGI Component Technology class can be
added for a more complete look at AGI’s
development products.  
• STK/Communications: This two-day
class seeks to provide attendees with
a comprehensive understanding of
communications systems and how
to accurately model communications
analyses using STK.
• STK/Missile Modeling Tools: This one-day
course builds upon “STK Fundamentals”
by teaching students how to design custom
missiles, simulate missile trajectories,
assess intercept feasibility, import external
attitude and ephemeris, and perform
automated trade studies.
• Trajectory Design with STK/Astrogator:
AGI’s four-day STK/Astrogator course will
familiarize students with the capabilities
of the software for mission planning and
operations. Attendees create example
scenarios that illustrate particular
features and demonstrate fundamental
STK/Astrogator concepts. This course
is instructed by AGI business partners
Applied Defense Solutions and Space
Exploration Engineering Corporation.

Power Users:
Hands-on training is the best way to
familiarize yourself with AGI’s product line.

Intermediate/Advanced Users:
• STK Comprehensive: This weeklong
class (with optional preliminary STK
Fundamentals day) will teach you
how to use the STK software suite to
design mission environments, analyze
your mission, optimize your mission,
and finally, report results via graphs,
reports, still images, 3D models, 2D and
3D movies, and AGI Viewer files. This
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• Custom/private Training: If our standard
training courses are not offering exactly what
you need, AGI can create and deliver custom
and private course offerings based on
your specifications. These courses typically
include the creation of relevant courseware
and other specialized training aids, and
can be held at any of our corporate training
locations or at your facility.
• STK Certification: This self-study
examination recognizes individuals with
considerable knowledge of STK. The test
format includes multiple choice as well
as scenario and animation development.

Downloadable Training
If you would like to train or practice on your own, AGI has
downloadable PDF exercises and video tutorials available
online.  Visit www.agi.com/training to see more!
Register Today
Visit www.agi.com/training for pricing information,
additional details, and to register for training coming to a
city near you, or contact the training team at agitraining@
agi.com or 1.800.921.0244.  

On the Road Again
Hitting the tradeshow circuit this spring
and hoping to see a live demonstration
of AGI software from one of our subject
matter experts? Delve deeper into
market-specific solutions with us at one
of the following upcoming events:
• AVALON 2009 (with Auspace)
March 10-15, Geelong, Australia
• 7th Annual U.S. Missile
Defense Conference
March 23-26, Washington, D.C.
• 25th National Space Symposium
March 30-April 2, Colorado Springs, CO
• Joint Warfighting Conference 2009
May 12-14, Virginia Beach, CA
• DoDIIS 2009 Worldwide Conference
May 17-21, Orlando, FL
• CANSEC 2009
May 27-29, Ottawa, Canada
• GEOINT TECH DAYS
June 3-5, Reston, VA
• ESRI International User Conference
July 13-17, San Diego, CA
• AUVSI’s Unmanned Systems North
America 2009
August 10-13, Washington, D.C.
• 12th Annual Space and Missile
Defense Conference & Exhibition
August 17-20, Huntsville, AL

agi PARTNERS

AER Brings Space Environment Effects to STK
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc. (AER), a provider of advanced science solutions
for government and commercial applications, recently joined AGI’s Business Partner Program.
AER is developing the Space Environment and Effects Toolkit (SEET) for use with AGI’s STK
software suite. SEET models the near-Earth space environment and its expected impact
on space vehicles.  It also models energetic particle flux and magnetic field distributions.  
The module is being created in part by using code from Air Force Research Lab’s (AFRL’s)
AF-GEOSPACE software program, which brings together many space environment models,
applications, and data visualization products developed by the AFRL and others in the space
weather community.  SEET will be released in fall 2009.  
“AGI’s new partnership with AER will greatly benefit STK users who need to take into account
the space environment’s impact on their assets during mission design, planning, and
operations,” says Dr. Peter Aves, AGI director of Partners & Alliances.  Adds Nelson Bonito, vice
president of AER’s Space Weather and Effects Division, “We are very pleased to offer additional
analysis capabilities to users of AGI’s industry leading STK software suite.”
Additional details on AER, SEET, and all AGI business partners can be found at www.agi.com/bp.

Offices
HEADQUARTERS
220 Valley Creek Boulevard
Exton, PA 19341 USA
Phone: 1.800.220.4785
or 1.610.981.8000
Fax: 1.610.981.8001
E-mail: info@agi.com
Web: www.agi.com

U.S. FIELD OFFICES
Washington, D.C. Area
8201 Corporate Drive, Suite 900
Landover, MD 20785
Phone: 1.240.764.1500
Fax: 1.240.764.1501

Washington, D.C. Downtown
1725 I Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: 1.202.530.3214
Fax: 1.202.530.3215

Colorado
7150 Campus Drive, Suite 260
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
Phone: 1.719.573.2600
Fax: 1.719.573.9079

Northern California
2001 Gateway Place
Suite 225 East
San Jose, CA 95110
Phone: 1.408.451.1450
Fax: 1.408.451.1455

Southern California
3760 Kilroy Airport Way, Suite 230
Long Beach, CA 90806
Phone: 1.562.426.1497
Fax: 1.562.426.1597

Screenshot of Van-Allen trapped radiation belts, generated using AF-GEOSpace, basis for AER’s Space
Environment and Effects Toolkit (SEET).

Transforming CAD Data for STK
Anark Corporation, based in Boulder, CO, provides powerful enterprise software and solutions
to manufacturing organizations that need to cost-effectively utilize their 3D CAD data for
visualization, simulation, CAE, and supply-chain data exchange. The company, a new AGI
business partner, develops Anark Core,™ an innovative software solution that transforms CAD
data for import into STK. This significantly reduces the time and effort AGI software users currently
spend manually preparing their 3D CAD models into appropriate forms for use with STK.
Anark Core can provide high-precision or lightweight tessellated mesh output, and has several
defeaturing tools, allowing for quick part, hole, and fillet removal. The entire conversion process
is stored in a “recipe” and can be automated, eliminating costly manual re-work when designs
change. Anark has also incorporated product features that address the specific needs of STK
users. For more information on purchasing this product and to watch a pre-recorded webinar
on preparing CAD data for STK, visit www.anark.com.

INTERNATIONAL
United Kingdom
Analytical Graphics UK LTD.
5 Stanta Business Centre
3 Soothouse Spring
St Albans AL3 6PF
Phone: +44 (0) 1727 812674
E-mail: uk@agi.com
Web: www.agiuk.co.uk
Madrid, Spain
AGI International
Plaza de la Encina 1-5, Local 5
28760 Tres Cantos  
Phone: +34 91 803 4173
Fax: +34 91 761 6116
E-mail: Europe@agi.com
Web: www.agi.com/europe
For a full listing of AGI’s business, international, and
educational partners, visit www.agi.com/partners.
To subscribe to InView or read past issues, visit
www.agi.com/inview.
Comments or suggestions are welcomed at
editor@agi.com.
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Right Answers.
Right Now.

User Presentations s Expert Access
Software Demonstrations
SECURE YOUR SPACE

FOR THIS FREE
11/2 - DAY EVENT

Analytical Graphics, Inc.
220 Valley Creek Blvd.
Exton, PA 19341

ANSWER THE

CALL FOR

PRESENTATIONS!

